Skedulo booking and appointment management software allows public health and private organizations to manage the complexities associated with Vaccination Scheduling, including multiple doses and concurrent scheduling.

With intuitive and proven web and mobile appointment booking for high capacity, Skedulo can be deployed rapidly at a county, state, regional, or national level – but managed at the site level. With Skedulo, you are empowered to validate vaccination eligibility, schedule appointments at specified locations based on site capacity (that takes into account vaccine dose availability), as well as control site operations, send critical communications and keep recipients and staff safe with no-contact patient check-in.

Ensure a simple and efficient scheduling experience

- Validate patient information and eligibility in advance of scheduling through a configurable survey
- Plan, monitor, and manage site throughput and capacity at the local level with scheduling windows matched to demand
- Ensure staff safety and efficiency with on-site mobile check-in processes and arrival time monitoring

Manage vaccination operations with ease

- Empower providers and administrators to define and manage hours and capacity per location
- Allow clients to schedule using their preferred modality – Skedulo’s intuitive web or simple mobile experience
- Track vaccine types, doses, and rules with updatable client records and vaccine label scanning

Communicate across the entire dosage schedule

- Each Client experience for a 2 dose vaccine will include 6-10 messages to ensure a simple experience
- Gain access to all messaging capabilities, including email and SMS, included in Skedulo’s “per appointment” pricing
- With configurable pre- and post-vaccination surveys, Skedulo allows you to ensure client eligibility prior to vaccine administration and assess reaction after an appointment

Execute your vaccination program with confidence

BioReference Labs is currently using the Salesforce-native Skedulo solution for COVID 19 Testing.

- Current environment is tested to over 400,000 appointments daily
- Combination of fixed location, pop-up locations and mobile testers

“The ability of Skedulo’s team to get the platform up and running and ready for the world was amazing.
We were ready in a week or two as opposed to the month or two other vendors would need.”

~Vinny Pacione
Director of Consumer Digital at BioReference Laboratories